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ENDURO URECAST PIGS

UREGAST

FEATURES

. Single cast body

. Multi-functional

. Lightweight

. Urethaneconstruction

. low cost

. low maintenance

. Extendedwear life

. Excellent for cleaning
or displacement

"

ThepatentedENDUROUreCastis a newconceptin
conventionalpigging, offeringthe durabilityof a
metal bodied construction pig and the convenience
of a throw-awayfoam pig. ENDURO'sUreCast
design simplifiespig selection and operation for
the pipelineoperator.

The ENDUROUreCasthas been designed to
accomplish all piggingtasks relatingto cleaning,
batching, purging and surveillancetracking.

The multi-featuredENDUROUreCastincorporates
a uniquecup and disc combinationwhich provides
the optimum sealing and scrapping action. Italso
can be fitted with a brush kitor gauging plate. The
UreCastfeatures a hollowbodyfor transmitter
mounting. Magneticcleaning elements are also
availableon sizes 10" or larger.
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UREGASTWITH BRUSHES

The ENDUROUreCasturethane is formulated to the
highest qualitystandards providingthe most
abrasion resistant qualities possible. The ENDURO
UreCastconstruction is completelymaintenance
free. Allcups and discs are formulated from 85
durometer shore Ascale urethane. Other
hardnesses are availablefor special applications.

OPTIONS:

. Acceptsinstallationofthe ENDURO Pig Tracking
Equipmentinsizes 8" through 24".

..

. Accepts installation of the replaceable bolt-on brush
cleaning assemblies in sizes 4" through 24".

. Maybe adaptedwitha split ringgaugingplate in
sizes 4" through24". (\

. May be equipped with cleaning magnets for removal of
magnetic material in sizes 10" through 24".
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ENDURO URECAST PIGS

SPECIFICATIONS
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URETHANE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
Hardness 85 Shore A
Elongation 570%
Tear 500PLI
Tensile 6200PSI
Rebound 35%
Temperature -60 F.to 200 F.
Abrasion 20 MilligramsLoss ASTMTest

n APPLICATIONS

NEW CONSTRUCTION PIGGING

The ENDURO pig line can be used for both

displacement and cleaning purposes. Five (5) s~aling

surfaces (2 cup and 3 scraper discs) provide the..

important seal required when filling the pipeline with

water and purging the air prior to hydrostatic testing.

Experience shows that when running flush water into

the line ahead of the pig, and a water wash behind the

pig, followed by a second and/or third pig, it provides

the best possible purge and cleans the pipeline during

the process of filling. This procedure matched with the

use of magnets for ferrous metal removal and, the use

of the ENDURO wrap-around brush assembly leaves

the line in the best possible condition. Dewatering

(water to air purge) of the line is equally important,

especially when critical dew point requirements are

specified. The UreCast will virtually remove all the

water from the line, making the final drying operation
much easier, faster and more cost effective.

n~ .'

DISPLACEMENT & BATCHING

The UreCast is an excellent tool for displacementor
batching applications. Theunique design of scraper
cups and discs provide a superior seal. These tools are
veryeconomically priced and easily maintained. When
tracking is required the hollowbody of UreCast allows
for easytransmitter installation.

PARAFFIN REMOVAL

The UreCast is equipped with two (2) scraper cups and

three (3) scraper discs. This cup and disc design has
been proven in the industry for over forty (40) years.
Foreffective paraffin removal, oversizedscraper discs
contactagainstthe pipewall producing a knife-like
scraping effect for the removalof paraffin/wax. When
heavy paraffinremoval is anticipated ENDURO

recommends the use of by-pass cleaning holes to
prevent large paraffinremoval build-up. ENDURO will
calculate the amount of by-pass necessary and install

by-pass holes in the pig prior to shipping.

IRONOXIDEREMOVAL

Wet or dry natural gas lines tend to accumulate hard
deposits of iron oxide dust. The scraper disc
construction along with the wrap-around brush is
excellent for removing this debris.

L.

ENDUROURECASTPIG

Size Part No. WT. Part No. WT. A B
w/o brushes Ibs. w/brushes Ibs.

2" 21.0000.02 .5 21.0001.02 N/A 5.50 4.00

3" 21.0000.03 1.0 21.0001.03 N/A 8.00 5.75

4" 21.0000.04 2.5 21.0001.04 3.0 10.00 7.50

6" 21.0000.06 6.0 21.0001.06 9.0 13.75 10.50

8" 21.0000.08 11.0 21.0001.08 17.0 18.00 14.00

10" 21.0000.10 20.0 21.0001.10 28.0 21.50 16.50

12" 21.0000.12 34.0 21.0001.12 47.0 24.00 19.00

14" 21.0000.14 50.0 21.0001.14 77.0 27.00 21.00

16" 21.0000.16 65.021.0001.16 91.0 30.00 23.00

18" 21.0000.18 81.0 21.0001.18 129.0 32.00 25.00

20" 21.0000.20 102.0 21.0001.20 162.0 34.00 27.00

24" 21.0000.24 180.0 21.0001.24 248.0 41.00 32.00
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ENDURO URECAST PIGS

URECAST

FEATURES
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URECAST WITH BRUSHES
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ENDURO URECAST PIGS -ACCESSORIES & SPARE PARTS

ENDURO PIG TRACKING SYSTEMS

The ENDURO tracking systems allovy for pin point

accuracy in locating or tracking pigs. ENDURO offers

two tracking methods. The ENDURO geophone

listening device and the ENDURO transmitter/ receiver

units are available both separately or together.
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BRUSH WRAP ASSEMBLY
FOR81-01-40 & 81-01-60

(')

CALL: (918)446-1934or 1-800-752-1628 WRITE: P.O. Box3489, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101-3489 FAX: (918) 446-8125 r1
SERVICE. RENTAL. SALES ENDURO SOLVING PIPELINE PROBLEMS

ENDURO PipelineServices, Inc.
5-96-2.5M

SIZE PARTNO WT.

6 63.3000.06 3.0
8 63.3000.08 6.0
10 63.3000.10 8.0
12 63.3000.12 13.0
14 63.3000.14 27.0
16 63.3000.16 36.0
18 63.3000.18 48.0

20 63.3000.20 60.0

22 63.3000.22 64.0

24 63.3000.24 68.0

26 63.3000.26 73.0

28 63.3000.28 79.0

30 63.3000.30 84.0

34 63.3000.34 95.0
36 63.3000.36 101.0
40 63.3000.40 120.0
42 63.3000.42 140.0
48 63.3000.48 180.0
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